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Abstract. This study involves an MHD rotating nanouid ow over a stretching
surface. Base uid, via water, and kerosene liquids are employed with Barium Ferrite
BaO.6Fe2O3 nanosize particles in our investigation, which are known as ferrouid.
Governing equations involving partial derivatives of the problem are established and
converted into dimensionless forms of ordinary derivatives by means of suitable and
compatible similarity transformations. The transformed system of equations is tackled by a
reliable numerical scheme as a midpoint integration pattern together with an extrapolation
scheme of Richardson. This numerical pattern is launched in maple software. Variations
in ow, velocity and temperature due to the involved parameters are recorded via graphs
and tables. The authors' targeted quantities, like local tangential stress and heat transfer
rate at the wall, are calculated for nanouid. Heat transfer rate at surface level z = 0 rises
with a rise in solid nanoparticle ', but it falls with a rise in magnetic factor M , spin factor
�, and Eckert number Ec. The higher heat transfer rate is recorded in the case of kerosene
grounded Ferro uid. Base uid plays a vital role in determinations. Water is preferred as
the base uid for signi�cant outcomes.

© 2020 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Nanouids, because of their rapid heat transmitting
capability, have attained much importance over the
last decade or so. Due to their higher thermal con-
ductivity, they are proven to have more e�ective heat
transmission than customary heat transporting liquids
such as water, engine oil, etc. The paradox \how can
heat transfer characteristics be enhanced swiftly?" was
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probably �rst explored by Choi and Eastman [1] by
introducing the concept of nanouid. This remarkable
idea brought about a revolution in several technological
industries involving the heat transfer phenomenon.
Later, Lee and Choi [2] applied nano-material suspen-
sion in an advanced cooling system. Pak and Cho [3]
analyzed heat transfer and hydrodynamics using oxide
nanoparticles with base uid. Wang et al [4] worked
on a nano-material mixture with base uid for thermal
conductivity. Experimental work on nanomaterial with
base uid has been undertaken by Li and Xuan [5].
Buongiorno [6] discussed the convective transport of
spread uid with metal oxide nano subdivisions. Kaka�c
and Pramuanjaroenkij [7] worked on enhancement of
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the convective heat transfer of the nanomaterial with
base uid. They provided a comprehensive review on
the convective heat transfer of the nanomaterial uid
ow. A two phase ow of nanomaterial with base
uid to analyze the mass transfer enhancement was
studied by Xuan [8]. Current and future applications of
nanouid in di�erent �elds of engineering and industry
has been discussed by Wong and Leon [9]. Avramenko
et al. [10] studied the heat transfer of nanouid over
�lm condensation of moving vapor. Avramenko et al.
[11,12] also studied the heat transfer of nanomaterial
with base uid at vertical and at surfaces. Numerical
investigations of the nanomaterial ow of unsteady
with variable viscosity at a permeable shrinking surface
were analyzed by Ahmed et al. [13]. Numerous works
have been undertaken for nanouid at the stretching
surface due to the demands of their applications (see
[14-19]).

Flow over stretched surfaces has numerous uses
in industrial procedures mainly in drawing �laments
and thin panes. Almost every industry regarding
thin layers of glass and plastic is related to enlarging
the surface. In these industries, the worth of end
products is dependent on the rate of transmission of
heat at enlarging the surface, and because of this many
scholars have dedicated themselves to this issue. The
initiations and investigations of ow depending only on
the stretching surface have been clari�ed by Crane [20].
Due to the stretching surface, the three dimensional
uid ow at a at sheet has been analyzed by Wang
[21]. Viscoelastic uid ow at the stretching sheet was
investigated by Rajagopal et al. [22]. The uniqueness
ow of Navier Stokes uid over a stretching surface was
studied by McLeod and Rajagopal [23]. Non uniform
heat source and viscous dissipation with the viscoelas-
tic boundary layer ow at the sheet was studied by
Abel et al. [24]. Bataller [25] analyzed the ow over
a stretching surface under a non-uniform heat source,
thermal radiation and viscous dissipation. Yacob et al.
[26], Bachok et al. [27], Sharma et al. [28] and Bachok
et al. [29] highlighted the e�ects on the boundary layer
ow under/over moving plates, stretching/shrinking
beneath the surface and permeable sheets. They
highlighted the e�ects and heat transfer enhancement.
Nazar et al. [30] studied the rotating ow due to a
stretching sheet. Sheikholeslami et al. [31] investigated
the MHD rotating viscoelastic uid between the porous
and stretching surface. Recently, researchers have
greatly investigated boundary layers (see [32-37]) to
analyze the e�ects of the ow of uid.

Control of heat transmission with the magnetic
�eld is very helpful in various industries, like engi-
neering and gasoline. Hydromagnetic (MHD) ows are
widely used in metallurgical processing, re�nement of
liquid metals from a mixture or an alloy, nuclear reac-
tors, thermal dynamics and ionized-geothermal energy

systems etc. Debnath [38] conducted valuable work on
the ow of an unsteady MHD boundary layer revolving
uid. Takhar and Nath [39] discussed ow in an
unsteady state over an enlarging plane involving MHD
revolving uid. Rosensweig [40] presented the idea
of heating magnetic uid with alternating magnetic
power. Kumari and Nath [41,42] examined MHD ow
of stagnation over a stretching sheet. Kumaran et al.
[43] explored unsteady MHD ow with heat transmis-
sion with viscous dissipation over a stretching surface.
Khan et al. [44] used the MHD ow of a ferrouid, due
to the stagnation point of heat transfer, at a stretching
sheet. Later, Sheikholeslami et al. [45] employed MHD
in the �nite domain to comprehensively study nano-
particle base uid ow and heat transmission in a
rotating system. The foremost purpose of the current
work is to consider the MHD ow of nanoparticle-
based uid over a constantly and linearly stretching
surface with viscous e�ects (see [46-51]). The numerical
scheme launched in this study is explained in [52{54].
Wang [55] introduced rotating uid on a stretching
surface. Nadeem et al. [56] explained the boundary
layer rotating ow of a two phase nanouid over a
stretching surface.

In the present study, the MHD rotating ferrouid
ow with viscous dissipations over a stretching surface
is considered. Two kinds of nanouid, BaO.6Fe2O3-
water and BaO.6Fe2O3-kerosene, are discussed in this
analysis. The developed mathematical model under the
assumptions of uid ow applied the boundary layer
approximation on the Navier stoke equations. The
mathematical model was developed in the form of par-
tial di�erential equations. These equations are reduced
in the form of ordinary di�erential equations by means
of similarity transformations. The transformed system
of equations is tackled by a reliable numerical scheme
as a midpoint integration pattern together with an
extrapolation scheme of Richardson. This numerical
pattern is launched in maple software. The relevant
physical parameters are highlighted through graphs
and tables.

2. Formulation of the problem

Electrically conducting and incompressible nano-
particle-base uid is considered in space region z �
0. Motion of the uid is entirely dependent on the
motion of elastic boundary z = 0. Surface z = 0
is linearly and constantly strained in positive and
negative directions of the x-axis, such that co-ordinate
axes do not displace. Fluid placed on z = 0 is
revolving anti clockwise with a constant angular speed
of magnitude 
 about the positive direction of the z-
axis normal to the plate. The magnetic �eld of �xed
strength B0 is functional along the z-axis. The induced
magnetic �eld is neglected. The dominating equations
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controlling the time independent and incompressible
ow, together with null pressure gradient, are as
follows. The continuity equation is:
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where symbols �u1, �u2 and �u3 stand for velocity parts
in x, y and z directions correspondingly, 
 stands
for magnitude of �xed angular speed of the liquid,
�nf for the density of nanoparticle-base uid, �nf for
the dynamic viscosity of nanoparticle-based uid, �nf
for thermal di�usivity of the nanoparticle-based uid,
�nf for electrical conduction of the nanoparticle-based
uid, T for the temperature of the nanoparticle-based
uid. They are interconnected with substantial nano
subdivision percent volume fraction ' as:
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(�Cp)s stands for the volume heat capacity of sub-
stantial nano subdivisions, (�Cp)f (�Cp)nf stand for
volume heat capacities of the base liquid and the
nanoparticle-based liquid, respectively, and ' for sub-

stantial nano subdivisions` percent volume fraction. �f
and �f stand for dynamic viscosity and density of the
base liquid, Ks for thermal conduction of substantial
nano subdivisions, Knf for thermal conduction of
nanoparticle-based uid and Kf for thermal conduc-
tion of the base liquid. The corresponding boundary
conditions are:

�u1 = ax; �u2 = 0; �u3 = 0 at z = 0;

�u1 ! 0; �u2 = 0 as z ! 1;
T = Tw at z = 0;

T ! T1 as z ! 1: (7)

Here \a" stands for the proportionality constant of
enlarging rate of plane z = 0 directing to x-axis, Tw for
temperature of plane z = 0 and T1 for the temperature
of the free stream. The transforming relations are:

�u1 = axf 0(�); �u2 = axh(�); �u3 = �pavf(�);

� = z
r
a
v
; �(�) =

T � T1
Tw � T1 : (8)

Here, symbols f 0(�), and f(�) stand for dimensionless
velocity parts. Using Eqs. (6) and (8), Eq. (1) is iden-
tically satis�ed and Eqs. (2)-(5), after simpli�cation,
take the shape as:
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Here, Pr =
(�Cp)f
Kf stands for Prandtl number, Ec for

Eckert number, � for non-dimensional rotation factor
and M for magnetic factor, and are given by:

Ec =
u2

cp(Tw � T1)
; M =

r�nf
a�f

B0: (12)

Here, for the substantial volume percent fraction of
nano subdivisions ' = 0 and for magnetic parameter
M = 0 above, Eqs. (9) and (10) become identical
with those of Wang [55]. Using similarity transforma-
tions (8), end value conditions (7) are disguised as:
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f = 0; h = 0; f 0 = 1 ; � = 1 at � = 0;

h = 0; f 0 = 0; � = 0 as � ! 1: (13)

3. Solution process

A non-linear system of di�erential Eqs. (9)-(11) with
end point constraints (13) are integrated using a
reliable procedure termed as the mid-point numerical
scheme, with the extrapolation of Richardson as an
enhancer. The Richardson extrapolation scheme uses
two estimates of an integral to compute a third more
accurate approximation. This is presented by several
other authors [52,53]. Since it is not convenient to solve
the system on a semi-in�nite domain, the problem is
solved on a suitable �nite domain of � and in�nite
limit �1 is replaced by a �nite limit �1 = 6. A
mesh size 0.0001 is considered as appropriate to extract
an accuracy up to 10�8 in our results. The detailed
algorithm of the applied numerical scheme can be found
in [52{54]. A symbolic computational mathematical
software Maple has been used to perform graphical
outputs as well as numerical tabulations. The authors
core interest is to compute the numerical values of
tangential stress and Nusselt number under various
conditions.
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Using Eq. (15) together with Eq. (6) in Eq. (14), we
get:

(Rex)
1/2Cfx = (1� ')�2:5: (16)

The symbol Rex = ( �u1w
vf ) stands for locally born

Reynolds number and Nu for Nusselt number. The
essential physical measures con�ned to our case have
been computed in Table 1.

4. Discussions

This subdivision of study is dedicated to discovering
the impact of relevant parameters as solid nanoparticle
', magnetic factor M , rotation factor � and Eckert
number Ec on the speed and temperature of uid.
Water and kerosene liquids have been used as base
uids in this study with substantial nano subdivi-
sions of BaO.6Fe2O3 (barium ferrite ferromagnetic
particles). Figures 1{5 are constructed to analyse
the e�ects of various factors on the temperature and
movement of the liquid. Due to Ferro nano subdivi-
sions BaO.6Fe2O3, both liquids are called Ferro uids.
Figure 1(a) to (d) are computed to look into variations
due to magnetic factor M plus spin factor � on speed
f 0(�) for both Ferro uids. Figure 1(a) and (b) infer
that without a magnetic �eld, an inclusion of nano
particles decreases the velocity of both uids, while
with the magnetic �eld, the inclusion of some nano
particles gears up the non-dimensional uid velocity.
Physically, it may be interpreted as nano particles
are massive and, hence, their inclusion in base uids
gears down the uid velocity, but, the existence of a
�xed amount of magnetic �eld gears up the speed of
nano subdivisions and, hence, uid velocity increases.
It is interesting to note that an improvement in the
magnitude of magnetic factor M implies a decrease
in velocity f 0(�) for both nanoparticle-based uids.
Retarding Lorentz forces are the only cause of this fall
in velocity. Similarly, in Figure 1(c) and (d), when the
magnetic �eld is �xed, we observe that a rise in spin
factor � implies a fall in the linear rate of displacement
f 0(�). Physical interpretation is that the linear velocity
f 0(�) along x-axis is interrupted by angular velocity
and hence decreases. The immediate increase of
massive nano particles obviously declines the linear
velocity pro�le f 0(�). This fact is more apparent

Table 1. Thermo physical properties of base uids and nanoparticles [40,44].

Properties/constituents Water Kerosene oil Barium ferrite

Density � (kg/m3) 997.1 783 5280

Speci�c Heat Cp (J/kg.K) 4179 2090 650

Thermal Conductivity, K (W/m.K) 0.613 0.15 300{330

Prandtl number 6.2 21 {
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Figure 1. E�ects of magnetic parameter M and rotation parameter � on velocity f(�) for water based and kerosene based
uids.

for kerosene based liquid. Variations in velocity h(�)
because of magnetic factor M and spin factor � are
apparent from Figure 2(a) to (d). As the uid motion
is only due to the stretching along the x-axis, the non-
dimensional uid velocity h(�) �rst reduces negatively
down to a de�nite limit of � and subsequently rises.
Here, rotation declines the linear velocity h(�), while
the magnetic �eld gears up the linear velocity due to
5its direction normal to that of the motion of nano
particles. The impact of magnetism and spin on normal
rate of displacement f(�) for nanoparticle-based uids
is exposed by Figure 3(a) to (d). Figure 3(a) and (b)
reveal that a rise in magnetic factor M implies a
signi�cant fall in displacement rate f(�). It is observed
that the non-dimensional velocity of uid f(�) rapidly
increases in the boundary layer near the surface z = 0

up to a certain height of non-dimensional variable �
and becomes uniform beyond this layer. The reason is
that the uid motion is only due to the stretching of
surface z = 0 in the direction of the x-axis. Figure 3(c)
and (d) are designed to determine variations on f(�)
due to spin factor �. Noticeably, for either of the
uids growing spin gears down the linear displacement
rate f(�). It is apparent that kerosene related uid is
more respondent in view of velocity f(�) than water
related uid. Figure 4(a) to (d) are drawn to check
the impact of magnetic factor M and spin factor �
on temperature �(�) for both Ferro uids. A �rst-
hand view depicts that temperature �(�) rises with
a rise in either rotational velocity parameter � or
substantial nano subdivision percent volume fraction
'. The physical interpretation reveals that an increase
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Figure 2. E�ects of magnetic parameter M and rotation parameter � on velocity h(�) for water based and kerosene based
uids.

in either of these two parameters increases the collision
of nano particles and, hence, temperature is increased.
Also, a rise in magnetic factor M boosts Lorentz forces
causing a delay in ow which results in a growth in
the temperature pro�le. Figure 5(a) and (b) illustrate
the impact of substantial nano subdivision percent
volume fraction ', magnetic factor M plus rotation
parameter � on tangential stress (1 � ')�2:5f"(0).
Each of these parameters improves tangential stress for
both Ferro uids. The reason is that enhancement of
any of these three parameters means an enhancement

in the collision of nano particles, hence, a greater
collision with the wall and ultimately a rise in skin
friction is observed. Figure 5(c) and (d) provide
variations in heat transfer rate �(Knf=Kf )�0(0) due
to Eckert number Ec, substantial nano subdivision
percent volume fraction ', magnetic factor M and spin
factor �. Figure 5(c) and (d) show that a rise in '
implies a rise in heat transfer rate at the ground level
as more inclusion of ' means more collision between
particles and, hence, more heat per unit surface is
produced, whereas a decay in heat transfer rate is
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Figure 3. E�ects of magnetic parameter M and rotation parameter � on velocity f 0(�) for water based and kerosene
based uids.

observed due to each of three factors M , Ec and
�. It is noticeable that Kerosene based liquid shows
evident results because of the high Prandtl number of
kerosene.

Besides graphs, results are also extracted by
computing tables. Table 1 includes some �xed pos-
sessions of quantities employed in this study. Table 2
elaborates that the addition of a substantial nano sub-
division percent volume fraction ' causes an addition

in tangential stress (1� ')�2:5f 00(0) as well as in heat
transfer rate �(Knf=Kf )�0(0). These tabular results
are compatible with those extracted from Figure 5(a) to
(d). Physically, the result agrees as more massive nano
particles in liquid implies further collision between
themselves and the surface and, hence results in more
tangential stress and heat transmission rate at ground
level. It is noticeable that an addition in magnetic
factor M implies an absolute addition in tangential
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Figure 4. E�ects of magnetic parameter M and rotation parameter � on temperature �(�) for water based and kerosene
based uids.

stress (1� ')�2:5f 00(0) together with an ultimate fall
in heat transmission rate �(Knf=Kf )�0(0). These
numerical results again agree with pictorial results in
Figure 5(a), (b), and (c). Here, kerosene based liquid
once again shows evident results due to its high Prandtl
number, indicating the signi�cance of the selection
of uid type. Further, an addition in spin factor �
produces an addition in local tangential stress but
a subtraction in heat transmission rate. Again, the
outputs coincide with those of graphical outputs. In
Table 3, a contrast between tangential stresses plus

the heat transmission rates of this study are already
observed in published works of some researchers and
a satisfactory match is observed. In Table 4, heat
transmission rates at ground level (z = 0) for ' = 0
have been calculated for some values of Prandtl number
Pr and spin factor �.

5. Final remarks

MHD ferrouid over a stretching surface is consid-
ered in this study. The comparison of two uids
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Figure 5. E�ects of M , �, ' and Eckert number Ec on skin friction.

are discussed, BaO.6Fe2O3-water and BaO.6Fe2O3-
kerosene, using viscous dissipation and slip e�ects. The
presented results are summarized as below:

� Magnetic factor M and spin factor � decline the
linear velocity of water-based and kerosene-based
uids;

� Improving the values of solid nanoparticles deceler-
ates the ow, but the existence of a magnetic �eld
accelerates the ow;

� Magnetic factor M and spin factor � boost the
temperature of both nanoparticle-based uids;

� Proliferation in either magnetic factor M , spin fac-
tor � or solid nanoparticle ' implies a proliferation
in tangential stress. Higher skin friction is recorded
for kerosene grounded uid;

� Heat transfer rate at surface level z = 0 rises with a
rise in solid nanoparticle ', but falls with a rise in
magnetic factor M , spin factor � and Eckert number
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Table 2. E�ects of ', � and M on �(1� ')�2:5f 00(0) and �Knf (Kf )�1 �0(0) for (Ec = 0:20).

Particle
volume

fraction, '

Spin
factor
�

Magnetic
parameter

M

Water based ferrouid
Pr = 6:2

Kerosene based ferrouid
Pr = 21

�(1� ')�2:5f 00(0) �(Knf=Kf)�0(0) �(1� ')�2:5f 00(0) �(Knf=Kf)�0(0)

0.00

0.10 2.0

2.236559 2.507957 2.236559 4.573644
0.05 2.435554 2.698778 2.452457 5.197406
0.10 2.659187 2.908047 2.694583 5.909684
0.15 2.912350 3.144306 2.968151 6.740613

0.10 0.20

0.0 1.409090 3.944086 1.478730 7.922196
0.5 1.511260 3.871845 1.576232 7.790811
1.0 1.794534 3.652673 1.848817 7.383446
1.5 2.196177 3.315605 2.240073 6.730525

0.20

0.00

1.0

2.234858 4.343445 2.345310 9.510975
0.10 2.241574 4.330034 2.353242 9.481600
0.20 2.260911 4.291290 2.375943 9.397217
0.30 2.290830 4.230960 2.410732 9.267064

Table 3. Contrast of tangential stresses f"(0), h0(0) for viscous uid ' = 0 = M .

� Wang [55] Kumari and Nath [42] Nadeem et al. [56] Present results

f 00(0) h0(0) f 00(0) h0(0) f 00(0) h0(0) f 00(0) h0(0)
0.00 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000
0.50 1.138 0.513 1.138 0.513 1.138 0.513 1.138 0.513
1.00 1.325 0.837 1.325 0.837 1.325 0.837 1.325 0.837
2.00 1.652 1.287 1.654 1.287 1.652 1.287 1.652 1.287

Table 4. Some values of �0(0) for viscid uid ' = 0 = M;
Ec = 10.

Pr � = 0:0 � = 1:0 � = 2:0 � = 3:0

0.70 1.044 0.799 0.602 0.481
2.00 1.943 1.704 1.416 1.174
6.00 3.533 3.251 2.922 2.604

Ec. The higher heat transfer rate is recorded in the
case of kerosene grounded Ferro uid;

� Base uid plays a vital role in determinations.
Water is preferred as a base uid for signi�cant
outcomes.

Nomenclature

a Stretching rate
Cfx Tangential stress parallel to x-axis
Cfy Tangential stress parallel to y-axis
Cp Speci�c heat

Ec Eckert number
M Magnetic �eld
Nu Nusselt number
Pr Prandtl number
Kf Thermal conductions of base uid
Ks Thermal conductions of solid particle
Knf Thermal conductions of nanouid
�f Dynamic viscosity of base uid
�nf Dynamic viscosity of nanouid
�f Electrical conductivity of base uid
�nf Electrical conductivity of nanouid
(Cp)f Heat capacity of base uid
(Cp)s Heat capacity of solid nanoparticle
T Fluid temperature
T1 Free stream temperature
Tw Wall temperature
x; y; z Cartesian coordinates
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� Dimensionless space variable
� Temperature pro�le
' Solid nanoparticle friction
� Spin factor

 Angular speed
�f Density of base uid
�s Density of solid nanoparticle
�nf Density of nanouid
�f Kinematic viscosity of base uid
�nf Kinematic viscosity of nanouid
�f Thermal di�usivity of base uid
�nf Thermal di�usivity of nanouid
(Cp)nf Heat capacity of nanouid
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